CALL FOR PAPERS
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The 22 Annual Congress 2013 will be held in Florence and EVU Italia will be in charge of organising
it. There is no need to introduce Florence as it is one of the most famous tourist places in the world
with so many European and world visitors every day. Such an important gathering is a great
commitment for the European reconstruction experts and therefore we will certainly focus on technical
and scientific contents but, at the same time, we will not forget taking care of our guests by offering the
most enjoyable aspects such as culture, sights and the typical cuisine of our region. This is also part of
the organisers' commitment.
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The event will be held from the 17 to 19 of October 2013 in in the city centre of Florence.
The organizers and EVU Board have agreed that Accidents of two wheel vehicles (reconstruction
and safety) and Humans factors in road accidents (also in relation with active safety systems)
will be the leading topics. Therefore, EVU would like to encourage everybody who wishes to support
this conference to submit a paper. Interesting new aspects on the use of Event Data Recorders in
the field of accident reconstructions will also be very welcome.
We will also welcome papers for the “Open Forum” sessions, where authors can present the results
of their latest achievements. This conference will be the best occasion for publishing these results.
The presentations will be translated simultaneously into English, German and Italian. As usual, an
award for the best presentation will be made at the end of the conference.
In Florence you will be able to find rooms in many different hotels which are within walking distance of
the Conference site. The organisers will provide a cultural program for accompanying people, and a
Gala dinner will be organised which will be held in a fascinating Florentine Villa.
As the president of the organising committee I would like to invite authors to submit an abstract in
English only following the format described on the EVU web page.
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You need to upload your abstract on www.evuitalia.eu before January 31 , 2013. You will also find
the link under: www.evuonline.org. Please register and then upload your abstract.
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The authors of the chosen papers (selected by March 23 2013) will be informed by the organisers
and asked to deliver the full text in English (and in German and Italian for German and Italian speaking
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authors), not later than May 15 , 2013.
Papers need to follow the format which will be sent to the authors.
EVU Scientific Board will arrange for the full text of papers to be reviewed and, if necessary, proofread
before the conference.
The authors of the selected papers will be exempt from the conference registration fee and will be
entered into the competition for the best presentation.
Looking forward to seeing you in Florence
Dr. Virginio Rivano C.E.O. of EVU Italia

